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The Mappa Mundi in Oxford, New College, MS 274 
and the Aristotelian Theory of Elements 

 

 
 

New College Library, Oxford, MS 274, f. 3v 
© Courtesy of the Warden and Scholars of New College, Oxford 

 
One of several intriguing features of Oxford, New College, MS 274 is the map of the world that 
appears prior to the manuscript’s copy of the first nineteen books of Pliny the Elder’s Natural 
History. The map has been noted for some time,1 but does not feature in standard histories of 
medieval mapmaking, and has escaped detailed discussion.2 That relative neglect is probably due 
to its lack of detail and its relatively low level of artistic accomplishment, in comparison to other 

 
1 Henry O. Coxe, Catalogus codicum MSS. qui in collegiis aulisque Oxoniensibus hodie advervantur, 2 vols (Oxford: University 
Press, 1852), I, 
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New College MS 274 diverges in significant ways from Matthew’s maps. Its depiction of the known 
world differs in outline and detail from Matthew’s so-called ‘mappa mundi’—actually a much 
reduced portion of a world image. It also expresses an entirely different cosmographical 
conception to a mid-thirteenth-century map produced at St Albans by Matthew’s confrere, John 
of Wallingford. John’s map divides the known world into eight climes in the northern hemisphere, 
and in the southern articulates theoretical statements that support the notion that human 
habitation of the world could be found in antipodal regions.11 The hand and the nature of the 
image in New College MS 274 suggest instead a date in the first three decades of the fourteenth 
century, even if the possibility that the map and inscription were added while the manuscript was 
(briefly) in possession of Richard de Bury in the early 1330s, or after it returned to St Albans, 
cannot be completely ruled out.12 

The New College map presents what in many ways was a conventional image of the world. 
The known world is oriented to the east and divided into three partes: Asia, Europa, and Africa. A 
handful of toponyms represents each pars: India, the Red Sea (rubrum mare), Arabia, Egyptus, 
Jerusalem and Troia in Asia; Ethiopia, Carthago, and Mauretania in Africa; and Grecia, Roma, 
Germania, Francia, and Hispania in Europe. The earthly paradise (‘Paradisus’) is represented as an 
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contents of books 2–6 of the Natural History made it an appealing target for the mapmaker, but 
the map in New College MS 274 may be seen as both an affirmation of some of the theories 
expressed in the Natural History, and a corrective of others. Pliny did not himself articulate the 
notion that the known world constituted the extent of the inhabited earth, and the inscription’s 
reference to book 3 of the Natural History is simply given to support the division of the partes into 
three, since book 3 begins with re-iteration of that division.26 In book 2 of the Natural History, Pliny 
outlined zonal theory, allowing for a temperate zone in the southern hemisphere, as well as the 
temperate zone of the northern hemisphere that includes the known world.27
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APPENDIX: TOPONYMS ON THE MAP IN NEW COLLEGE MS 274 
 
Outside world image: mappa mundi  
 
Inside world image (east to west): india; Asia; arabia; rubrum mare; egyptus; Jerusalem; Troia; 
grecia; roma; germania; Europa; francia; hispania;  
ethiopia; cartago; Affrica; mauritania 
 
Islands: paradisus; scocia Anglia Wallia; hibernia; insula (x 3) 


